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Solution combines coverage and
claims data to provide a unique
view of payer and prescriber
behavior

About Patient Access Analytics:
With drug innovation today focused on precise treatments for highly targeted patient populations, life
sciences companies are increasing their investment in real-world data to understand these populations,
prescriber behavior, provider-payer mix, and the implications for the patient. But these large data sets
require significant mapping, normalization and analysis, and often leave companies still seeking insights
through sometimes expensive and ineffective avenues.
Patient Access Analytics integrates MMIT’s policy and restriction data with patient-level longitudinal data
in an intuitive platform that supports decision making in real time.
Leverages the deep flexibility and transparent architecture of Panalgo’s data agnostic
Instant Health Data (IHD) platform.

Visualizes claims data in an integrated fashion alongside MMIT’s market-leading policy &
restriction coverage data.

Generates answers in real time so that access barriers can be removed for patients in need
of lifesaving treatments.
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Why Patient Access Analytics
By understanding the magnitude of how
coverage decisions influence and change
physician prescribing behavior, life sciences
companies can use Patient Access Analytics for:

Brand Strategy

Payer and Contract Targeting

Develop strategies for launch or competitive
market disruption by understanding line of
therapy, persistence and adherence data.

Quickly understand patient volume by
indication by payer and payer coverage type.

Field Sales Deployment

Promotional Marketing Strategy

Segment by payer mix and payer coverage
type and understand current share of your
brand and those of competitors.

Generate insights into market share and
update over time including payer uptake
curve.

Marketing Intervention Targeting

Ad Hoc Queries in Real Time

Understand where education will have the
highest impact, including actual patient
outcomes such as dosing and frequency.

Our Insights as a Service model provides an
analyst to build projects and reports and
obtain answers to critical questions.

100% FOCUSED ON THE
CLIENT EXPERIENCE
MMIT subject matter experts are
an extension of your team and are
dedicated to supporting the tactical
business needs of your internal
stakeholders.
Learn more about Patient Access
Analytics today!
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